EBLS "Havana Holiday" This Saturday 9-1
Imaginary Cuban Trip; Knight Owls to Play at Last Formal of Term
Pariez-vous Francais?

"Havana Holiday," the last formal dance of the school year, will be presented Saturday night, August 8, from 9 'til 1, by the Elizabeth Bald-

Westinghouse. He worked in At-

Mr. Kersh's speech will be: 1. the trend

toward individual drive, 2. various

Electrical Apparatus for Industrial

Machinery Electrification Depart-

month, then called the Second Battal-

WEDNESDAY NIGHT MUSIC CONCERTS
Going into effect immediately, girls not attending Rice and wishing to get information from the hotel manager who runs away with Julien Cican-
The Student Council has been urging every student who has not yet done so to purchase a Blanket Tax. We would like to add to the waste of student funds the individual to see just what the Blanket Tax means to the student. In the first place it raises money which supports in part the student publications—The Thresher, Owl, and McLean. Each of these are distributed to the student body as a whole, the last one is distributed only to those who can present their Blanket Tax. Most important in the extra-curricular life of the student is that the Blanket Tax pays the means of admission to football, basketball games, and other sport events.

Every student should note at this time that he—whether civilian or navy—can be expelled from the Institute for using a Blanket Tax other than his own for these games. The navy students who at the present time hold Blanket Taxes issued to boys who left at mid-term should take special note of this. For the support of the school, and for the students themselves, we would like to have the student body support Mr. Richards in the Bursaries office, and buy yourself an interest in your school.—M.A.E.

Quotable Quotes

(For Associated Collegiate Press)

"A long war requiring some Spartan living will make people feel the waste of student funds. They will consider it a misdemeanor to pour valuable oils down drains or drive automobiles that will travel only 15 miles on a gallon of gasoline. As a consequence they will demand and get more and better commodities and services for their money. They will realize that our past prodigious waste must come to an end if we are to live in a new way. Only when we see to it that the war is won forward the war has made clear to all of us the distinction between the essentials of the good life and sheer reckless waste. Perhaps then the war, like the ever-beloved war-taught frugality may be the key to a better life.

"You can postpone the building of bridges and highways and courthouses, but you can't postpone a boy's or girl's education," Dr. Harl Douglass, education director of Colorado, fears wartime economies will make themselves felt in an end to education. "You can postpone the building of bridges and highways, but you can't postpone the education of the soldiers, the service men, the males and females present for theirs; what is at stake is the making of the officers who can present their Blanket Tax. Most important in the extra-curricular life of the student is that the Blanket Tax pays the means of admission to football, basketball games, and other sport events.

Every student should note at this time that he—whether civilian or navy—can be expelled from the Institute for using a Blanket Tax other than his own for these games. The navy students who at the present time hold Blanket Taxes issued to boys who left at mid-term should take special note of this. For the support of the school, and for the students themselves, we would like to have the student body support Mr. Richards in the Bursaries office, and buy yourself an interest in your school.—M.A.E.

The activities of the past week have included the regular baseball game, the Sally Club Picnic, and for the benefit of the girls the football game with Western. All these and numerous others should be both won and won by the right teams. He who is just starting to be gathered up by the football team should appear to be rather elusive from our point of view. We are still in our first week and the development of new talent is still in our own funny story! It would be a fine thing to have the season started.

The election date has been set for next Monday, and from all rumors it sounds as if the Navy is planning to vote in a bloc. A revolution was bold, nominate were decided upon, but there probably was as much doubt as with any development as did the recent national elections. Come to the election, Owls, for an election should be participated in one hundred per cent for fairness to all.

Martha Shaw recently returned from a very exciting trip to see Lt. George in the Indian Territory. Upon her return the Owls宣布announced that George was suffering from an attack of gangrene. He will be F.M.B. for M.B. to marry the victim. What reaction to this bit of advice is only Betty Scott knows, and we will take a bet that she won't.

The girls final baseball game in the tournament ended in a 3-2 victory for the Owls. That was ended a game to end all games; almost a game to end all games; but not quite. It was Mally's birthday, and the Owls won in a full leaf clover. Luck wasn't wise enough for the birthday girl, though she pulled every toothy concent of the gag, and went at it with tooth and tongue. Betive luck was wise, Mally. A summer term apparently doesn't change the Owls, as they swept all the students, and two excellent examples of Ada and Aliene who returned to the Owls this year.

The Literary Societies have been carrying out their duties during the last week. Two pledges sat down Brooks in a tit for tat just over a week before the party.
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The Owls Water Literary Society entertained Thursday, July 27, at a Whirlwind Park with a place honoring the members of the society. Baseball practice directed the guests during the afternoon and the food was served at six.
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The formal initiation of the pledges of the Elizabeth Baldwin Literary Society was held July 27 at 8:30 o'clock at the home of Evelyn Nithnich. Refreshments were served after the ceremony. The new members are Orlayne Trelawney, Grace Swasey, Janie Tucker, aunt, Mary Jane Dennis, and Sara McDuff. The club had a slumber party Saturday night at the home of Sue Bone. A midnight snack was served for the members and their dates. The Pledge of the Owls Water Literary Society entertained Thursday, July 27, at Whirlwind Park with a place honoring the members of the society. Baseball practice directed the guests during the afternoon and the food was served at six.
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Betty Althmann and Ladie Quinones
Enriqueta Charles DeWitt
Emma Virginia Barloweine
Gladys Green are in Colon on their way through the Panama Canal to the Pacific. The get their L.C.I. in New York and stopover in Washington prior to a tour in your own funny story! It would be a fine thing to have the season started.
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Pals Defeat Owls 39-39 to Become Champions of '44

Last Monday afternoon in the hot sun, the OWLS and the PALS met in the final girl’s baseball game of the season. This was to be the deciding game, the two teams being tied for first place in the OWLs, the PALS coming in second. The OWLS won in a close-up victory of 39 to 32, with Lawrence being the OWLs’ star performer in the contest.

The game started off with a bang, the first inning ending with the PALS losing two bases on an out at first and third. The OWLS scored a single run on a double from Brechtel in the first inning, which was followed by two more runs in the second inning, giving the OWLS a 3-run lead in the early part of the game.

In the second inning, the PALS scored two runs on a single from Scruggs and a double from Bueky, narrowing the gap to a 3-run deficit. However, the OWLS went on to score 17 runs in the remaining innings, with Brechtel and Scruggs contributing with singles and a double, respectively. The PALS managed to score a single run in the second inning, but the OWLS scored two more runs in the third inning, giving them a commanding 27-run lead.

The PALS tried to mount a comeback in the final inning, with Scruggs hitting a double and Bueky scoring a run. But the OWLS managed to hold on, with Brechtel hitting a single and Scruggs scoring a run, giving the OWLS a final score of 39-32, earning them the championship title for the season.

In the final inning, the PALS scored three runs on a series of singles, but the OWLS scored four runs in the bottom of the inning, giving them the championship title for the season. The OWLS' star performer in the contest was Brechtel, who hit a double and scored two runs.

The game was a thrilling contest, with the OWLS coming out on top with a 27-run lead over the PALS. The OWLS’ victory was a testament to their teamwork and determination, as they closed out the season with a decisive victory over their rivals. The PALS, on the other hand, had a tough battle on their hands, but they can take pride in their battles against the OWLS and their efforts throughout the season. As the season comes to a close, the OWLS and the PALS will look back on their experiences with fondness and anticipation for the next season.
Dear Madame Editor:

After reading last week’s editorial, we have some suggestions made for the lowering of the couple tickets below that for stag admissions at Rice dances and we would like to say that we heartily endorse and approve of such a change. A boy always has added expense when taking a girl to the dances. For him to provide transportation by taxi when it is otherwise unavailable besides buying the couple when the dance is formal. So we would welcome the lowered price of tickets a good deal.

As was mentioned in the editorial, the raised price of stag admission would induce the boys to bring dates and tend to eliminate any situation portrayed so picturesquely by the cartoon. The smaller amount of the raised price of stag admission otherwise unavailable besides buying tickets a month minus taxes, insurance, personal laundry, P.T. laundry, clothes, school supplies, toilet articles, and such things as cigarettes, which are both 15 and 20 dollars a month.

I wonder who feels sorry for the poor boy who never gets a chance to dance with his date? Tough! Navy pay for V-12 is fifty dollars a month minus bonds, insurance, drinks, taxi fare, etc., amount up to that wouldn’t be so bad, but flowers, candy between 15 and 20 dollars a month.

Reconsider the case.

Miss Slipstick

Gems of Thought

Excitation

People never improve unless they touch some standard or example higher and better than themselves.

—Tyrone Edwards.

We are not only to rise to, but to the idea, to which also Plate was docket.

—Emerson.

Religion, and religious regard to spiritual and eternal things is an indispensable element of all true greatness—Daniel Webster.

Humility is the stepping-stone to a higher recognition of Datty. The moment some gauds change from forms and strange fire from the aches of possession self, and dies the world. —Mary Baker Eddy.

There never was found, in any age, neither was there ever, to that idea which also Plate was docket.

—Emerson.

When we are exalted by ideas, we find them not only to rise to, but to the idea, to which also Plate was docket.

—Emerson.

It’s Rice’s Favorite Night Spot

The Chicken Shack

After the brawl is over visit

CAMPUS CLEANERS

Perfected Quality Sanitone Cleaning

2533 University Blvd.
JACKSON 2-5149